ABSTRACT
INTRODUCTION
Software testing is one of the most important and practical techniques to ensure software quality. One challenging task of software testing is to selecting test cases that effectively detect faults at a minimum cost. Many testing approaches have been developed to guide the test data generation [1] [2] [3] [4] [5] . One simple and common method is Random Testing (RT), in which test data are selected in a random manner from the program's input domain. Although some researchers criticized RT for no information about the software under test (SUT) to guide its test case selection, many studies show that RT is effective in detecting faults not found by other methods [6] [7] [8] [9] . For example, in a recent study researchers at NASA applied a RT tool to a file system used aboard the Mars rover. The random testing tool created hundreds of failing tests that revealed previously unknown errors, despite the fact that many other manual and automated testing techniques had already been applied to the system [8] . As a result, RT has been shown to be a very useful tool in the hands of software tester as it is simple, unbiased and the cost is lower than others [9] . Among these advantages, one key advantage of RT over other techniques is that it selects objectively the test data by ignoring the specification or the structure of SUT. Therefore, RT has been widely used in much industrial software testing [10] [11] [12] [13] [14] [15] [16] [17] [18] [19] .
Path testing is a well-known software testing technique. The basic idea in path testing is to find at least one test data to activate each selected path. In [10] , A. Gotlieb et al. introduced an approach, called path-oriented random testing (PRT), to perform RT at the path level. This approach used backward symbolic execution to derive path conditions corresponding to a selected path, and computed an approximation of the input subdomain by using constraint propagation and constraint refutation over finite domains. Then, a uniform random generator was applied to the approximated subdomain to generate test data. However, it can be observed that some invalid inputs still exist after applying the PRT approach.
So, in this paper, we present a path-oriented automatic random testing method based on Double Constraint Propagation. The approach gets the constraint set of the input variables by source code analysis techniques, and a double constraint propagation algorithm is used to compute the domain of input variables along a chosen path. Then, a random test generator is invoked to generate test data for the selected path. The experiment results show that the domain gotten by our method is more accurate than the PRT, and random testing efficiency can thus be enhanced by using the proposed method.
The remainder of this paper is organized as follows. Section 2 introduces some basic terminologies and random testing technology. Section 3 describes path-oriented random testing strategy. Section 4 present our random test data generation method based on double constraint propagation. Section 5 reports experimental results to show that the method is effective and practicable. Section 6 overviews related work. Finally, the conclusions are presented in Section 7.
BASIC TERMINOLOGY AND RANDOM TESTING

Basic Terminology
A program structure can be represented by a control flow graph (CFG) . A path is a sequence of nodes from entry to exit node. An edge (v i ,v j ) is called a branch if node v i corresponds to a decision statement at which the control flow has two or more alternative execution routes, such as if-then-else, switch, for or while statements in C programs. Each branch in a control flow graph can be labeled with a predicate that describes the conditions under which the branch will be traversed. A predicate is usually connected with a predicate interpretation that is obtained by replacing each variable appearing in the predicate with its symbolic value in terms of input variables. Each path is associated with a path condition that is the conjunction of all the predicate interpretations that are taken along the path. The path condition represents the constraints that have to be satisfied for inputs in order to execute the path. If path condition corresponding to a path has no solution, meaning the path is non-feasible. So, solving the path conditions yield either to find a test datum on which the path is traversed or to show that the corresponding path is nonfeasible.
Random Testing
Random testing is a basic and simple software testing technique, which selects test cases at random from the set of all possible program inputs. When used to detect software failures, RT often selects test cases according to a uniform distribution strategy, that is, all program inputs have the same probability to be chosen as test cases. For example, for a program with 2 input variable x and y, its input domain D can be represented as D=Dx∪Dy, where Dx/Dy, called variable domain, is a set of all values that input variable x/y can hold. RT can be implemented just by selecting x and y from its domain at random, respectively, meaning when selecting y without paying attention on the value obtained for x. In other word, the two variable values are independently determined. Obviously, if the domain of x or that of y can be reduced, the test generation on the invalid domain can be avoided. Therefore, a key question of RT is how to get a precise input domain. If it is difficult to obtain a precise input domain, we hope to get the most approximate solution to the one.
PATH-ORIENTED RANDOM TESTING
PRT was first proposed by Gotlieb et al [5] in 2006. PRT works like random testing with the different that selected test data at random to cover a given subset of paths according to a uniform probability distribution over the program's input domain. More specifically, PRT applied constraint propagation to get input domain along a given path, and then a path-oriented random test data generation was performed. The goal of constraint propagation was to shrink the finite variation domain of each variable in order to get an approximation of the solutions with respect to a set of constraints. The PRT algorithm took as inputs a set of variables, a constraint set corresponding to the path conditions of the selected path, and a division parameter k (a given parameter). The algorithm separated each variable domain into k equal sub-domains. If the size of a variable domain could not be divided by k, the domain was enlarged until its size could be divided by k. By iterating this process over all the n input variables, the input domain would be partitioned into k n sub-domains. The sub-domains that could not satisfy the path constraints would be omitted. As a result, some invalid inputs were removed, so the test generation efficiency could be increased. For instance, showed by figure 1, the obtained input domain along a path was d 2 4 , and the sub-domain d 1 was removed by PRT approach.
PATH-ORIENTED RANDOM TESTING BASED ON DOUBLE CONSTRAINT PROPAGATION
It can be found from Figure 1 that some invalid inputs still exist after applying the PRT approach. The main reason is the PRT approach enlarges the domain until it can be divided by k if it cannot. In this way, some invalid inputs may be introduced. In order to reduce the input domain further, we propose a path-oriented automatic random testing method based on double constraint propagation technique, called DCPRT.
In what follows we will describe in detail how to apply the DCPRT algorithm to automatically generate random test data with respect to each path of the program under test.
Figure1 The input domain by PRT 
Overview of DCPRT
Firstly, the DCPRT method analyzes the program under test, and gets a path constraints set with respect to each path of tested program by using program analysis technology. Secondly, a path domain is computed and reduced with the help of the double constraint propagation strategy. In particular, a constraint propagation algorithm is applied to obtain the input domain D 1 along a selected path. Then, a variable domain, for example D 1 x, is divided into two parts, and the constraint propagation algorithm is employed again to each of the sub-domains. As a result, a more accurate input domain D 2 is obtained, which contains less invalid domain. Finally, the random test data are generated according to a uniform probability distribution over the domain D 2 .
For example, for the input domain D 1 by PRT, as shown in Figure 1 , the result of domain D 2 by using DCPRT method is displayed in Figure 2 . After the constraint propagation algorithm is applied firstly, we get the input domain 
Constraint Set Collection
As mentioned above, a path has a path condition which represents the constraints that have to be satisfied for inputs in order to execute the path. This is to say, an input variable is associated with a set of possible values. A constraint is a relation defined on subsets of these variables and denoted valid combination of their values. Constraints restrict possible values that the variables can take. In fact, constraints refer to logistic or arithmetical expressions with respect to input variables along a chosen path, which imply that input variables satisfy some special conditions, namely some restrictions about input variables. A constraint set is the set of the restrictions along the selected path. For example, the path 1-2-3-4-5 of program foo, showed in table 1, corresponding constraint set is R={x<=100 && y<=100; y > x + 50; x * y < 60}. In this program code segment, the symbol ush is short for unsigned short int. In the research reported in the paper, we construct a mapping relation between special functions as well as special expressions (EF/EO) and constraint formulas, shown in table 2, on the basis of analysis on many C-language codes. A special function (expression) refers to the function that has some special requirements to input variables. Table 2 lists some special functions (expression) and their corresponding constraint formulas. If some functions or expressions in the left list are encountered along a path, then the corresponding constraint formulas are added into its constraint set. Table 2 The relation between EF/EO and constraint formula EF/EO Constraint Formula
The constraint set collection is completed by using program analysis technology. In detail, firstly, the program is analyzed, its control flow graph is gained, and paths are produced by Breadth-First search strategy. Secondly, for each path, corresponding branch conditions, special functions, special expressions and so on, are collected with the help of GCC [20] . As a result, we get the constraint set for each path.
Double Constraint Propagation
In order to obtain over-approximated input domain, we use a double constraint propagation algorithm on the constraint set to compute its input domains along a selected path. The double constraint propagation algorithm does not simply employ the constraint propagation two times, but is a process of approaching to the real input domain by reducing input variable domains step by step according to the appearance order of input variables. For example, for the program showed in Table 1 , the constraint set along the path 1-2-3-4-5 is as follows:
The variable x and y are all unsigned short int type. The initial input domain is D 0 ={x∈(0,+∞), y∈(0,+∞)}, The approximate solution gotten from constraint (1) is D 1 ={x∈(0,100), y∈(0,100) }, the solution gotten from constraint (1) and (2) is D 2 ={x∈(0,49), y∈(51,100)}, and the solution gotten from constraint (1) to (3) is D 3 ={x∈(0,1), y∈(51,100) }. D 3 is the result of using the constraint propagation firstly, we can see that when x=1 and y>60, it can not satisfy the constraint. So we apply the constraint propagation again, the result is D 4 ={x=0, y∈(51,100)}∪{x=1, y∈(52,60)}. Moreover, we develop a prototype based on the double constraint propagation algorithm for random testing. It uses above algorithm to get reduced input domain, then generates random test data automatically according to a uniform probability distribution, and tests the program under test.
EXPERIMENTAL AND EVALUATION
To evaluate the double constraint propagation based path-oriented random testing (DCPRT), we compare it with path-oriented Random Testing (PRT) by computing the reduced input domain on program foo and wage.
Experiments on Program foo
For program foo in table 1, we compute the input domain with respect to the path 1-2-3-4-5 by using RT, PRT and our DCPRT method, respectively. The results of input domain as well as corresponding test points are showed in Table 3 . The input domain by RT contains 10201 possible test points, whereas the input domain by PRT consists of 68 which much are fewer than RT. It can be further observed that there are still some invalid points, such as (x,y)=(0,100) in the domain of PRT. The invalid points can be omitted since no enlargement is introduced when a variable domain is divided by using the DCPRT. So, there is no invalid domain and points added. The input domain by DCPRT is made of 59 possible points in foo program, less than PRT. Hence, obtained input domain along a given path is more accurate by using the DCPRT method. In addition, the DCPRT method considers the special functions and special expressions, while is not involved in PRT. For example, if there is a special function log(x) before the first if statement of the program showed in Table 1 , x=0 must be removed from its input domain. As a result, the final input domain should be D={x=1, y∈(52,60)}. Table 4 gives a program of computing real wage of the retired officials, shorted for wage. For this program, we compute the input domain with respect to the path 1-2-3-4-5-6-7-8-9 by using RT, PRT and DCPRT, respectively. The input domain as well as corresponding test points are given in Table 5 . It is clear that the DCPRT method can get more reduced input domain than PRT. Table 4 The wage program // compute real wage of the retired officials (tax rate is below 20%) //x: the proportion according to the number of the retired years, multiply 100 //y: the wage of one month just before retiring ush calc_wage(ush x, ush y){ 1. int r = 0; //test variable, is used to record the executed path. 2. int wage = 0; //the retired wage after tax //judge the proportion (50%-90%) is correct or not 3. if(x>=50 && x<=90){ 4. r += 0x1; //judge the wage scope is valid or not 5. if(y>=500 && y<=20000){ 6.
Experiments on Program wage
r += 0x2; //suppose when income is less than 5000, the tax rate is 15%, more is 20% 7.
if(x*y<=500000){ 8.
r += 0x4; 9.
wage = x * y * (100 -15) / 100; //compute the wage //print the wage list … } } } return r; } So, we can see that PRT introduce some invalid points, but the DCPRT method never introduces new invalid points. And at the same time, it eliminates some invalid points. As a result, the input domain can be reduced effectively.
RELATED WORK
Random testing is a widely used software testing technology. The fundamental idea behind random testing is that it generates test inputs at random from the input domain of SUT.
Researchers and practitioners have implemented random test tools for various areas, including Unix utilities, Windows GUI applications, Haskell programs, and object-oriented programs [15] . But the key of the random test tools is the same, this is to say, when a choice is to be made in constructing a test input, a random generator makes the choice randomly, not deterministically [16] [17] [18] .
PRT is a path-oriented random testing technique that aims at generating randomly test data that execute a path within a program. A. Groce et al employed constraint propagation and constraint refutation to get a uniform sequence of test data that triggers a selected path [5, 10] . Godefroid et al proposed a randomized algorithm that generates test suites to activate a path by using symbolic execution and constraint propagation over finite domains in the tools DART (Directed Automated Random Testing) [19] . They got very good experimental results on C programs extracted from real-world applications.
In contrast to PRT, our DCPRT method employs a double constraint propagation strategy to obtain a more accurate path domain.
CONCLUSION
In this paper, we propose a path-oriented automatic random testing method based on double constraint propagation strategy. The constraint set is obtained along the selected path by program analysis techniques, the reduced input domain is computed by using double constraint propagation strategy, and random test data are generated on the reduced input domain. Moreover, our DCPRT is compared with the PRT method. It can be showed that our method can get more precise input domain than PRT. As a result, the random testing effectiveness can thus be remarkably enhanced by using the proposed method.
The input domain acquired by using double constraint propagation can be not only used in test data generation, but also can be applied in many other areas for software testing automation. The further work is to extend the DCPRT method to deal with more types of test data, achieve the test 
